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Is GPT4 powerful? Yes indeed.
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Can GP4 be harmful? Yes Indeed.
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Applications of Large Language Models in Media 

n News assistants

n Media annotation

n Online service enhancement

n Disinformation flow analysis

n Social media impact optimisation

n …



The LLMs are huge models that have absorbed an extremely high amount of 
information (often from unknown sources) and, above all, a formal “knowledge” of 
language.

Large Language Models

Example based on bert-base-multilingual-cased with 110M parameters (gpt-3.5 has approx. 175B parameters)  

Actually, at their “initial stage” they are not capable of performing tasks other than 
completing text in a probabilistic way.

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased?text=Mi+chiamo+Stefano+e+vivo+a+%5BMASK%5D%2C+capoluogo+del+Piemonte


In general, the bigger the model the more complex the probability distribution 
could be, taking in account more context (more parameters = more conditions 
considered).

Large Language Models

But that is not all. In order to achieve great results on human interactions or 
specific tasks these models have to be optimized (fine-tuned).

I am Stefano and I studied in [MASK], the capital of Portugal

Smaller model

Bigger model



It is therefore necessary to optimize (“fine-tuning”) such models to interact with 
humans in an easy way.
ChatGPT is the result of a fine-tuning process aimed at enabling it to “answer any
question or instruction”.

Fine Tuning

Introducing ChatGPT (openai.com)

In a first phase, the 
model receives a 
huge number of 
instruction-response 
pairs from which it 
“learns” to answer 
to each instruction

Subsequently, the 
model is further 
refined (reinforcement 
learning) by having it 
generate several 
responses to the same 
input and evaluating 
the “best” one. In this 
way, the model learns 
to answer “better”.

https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt


In order to give a response to any instruction models such as ChatGPT needs a lot 
of resources to be used and trained/fine-tuned locally.

Fine Tuning on specific tasks

Space of «all» 
possible

tasks
Huge LLM~∞ inputs

Space of «all» 
possible
outputs

~∞ outputs

Reducing the dimension of the possible inputs, tasks and outputs it is possible to 
use simpler/smaller models and it is possible doing that with much less resources.

Space of possible inputs

Limited inputs Simpler
model Space of possible outputs

Limited outputs



Llama – an open source LLM

Llama
Open source LLM, 
developed by META 
available in various 
“sizes”. 

Alpaca
Fine-tuned version of Llama 
(on 52k instructions/answers 
generated by a GPT model) to 
answer instructions and 
questions.

Camoscio
Similar to Alpaca but the fine 
tuning was performed on the 
translation in Italian of the 
instructions/responses used to 
obtain Alpaca.

Stanford CRFM Camoscio

Llama and Camoscio logos generated with Stable Diffusion
• Llama: “a llama cartoon drawing for a tech company logo”
• Camoscio: “a chamois cartoon drawing for a tech company logo” plus 

inpainting: “Green, white, red geometries in the background”LLaMA

https://crfm.stanford.edu/2023/03/13/alpaca.html
https://github.com/teelinsan/camoscio
https://ai.facebook.com/blog/large-language-model-llama-meta-ai/


Llama – an open source LLM

Llama Alpaca Camoscio



Llama – an open source LLM

Llama Alpaca Camoscio



TextText Title for the text

• Detecting a change of topic in a text

Specific tasks for a F-T LLM

• Proposing a title to a news article

• Proposing a list of significant tags for a news article given.

TextText
Change/no change 

of topic

TextText Tag list for the text



Change of Topic detector 
Fine-tuned version of Chamois for assigning journalistic titles to news items (texts).

CT detector

Logo Titler generated from Camoscio logo with background inpainting process:  
“newspapers first pages with big titles emphasized. Blue and white colors”

~9000 labelled texts.
Of which ~20% with change of topic 



Being the identification of topic changes a classification task we used the usual 
metrics to evaluate the quality of the fine-tuned model on a test set of ~1000
labeled texts.

Evaluating CT detector

• Precision = #$
#$%&$

= 0.79

• Recall = #$
#$%&' = 0.62

• Accuracy = #$%#'
#$%#'%&$%&' = 0.90

• F1-Score = 2 % (
!

"#$%&'&() %
!

#$%*++
= 0.70



We used OpenAI’s gpt-4 for the same task and on the same test-set.

Comparison with GPT-4

• Precision = 0.79

• Recall = 0.62

• Accuracy = 0.90

• F1-Score = 0.69

Using OpenAI’s model via Azure API means deal with the content filter implemented by Azure which “censors” 
many question/answer. In this case around 4%.

CT detector

• Precision = 0. 31

• Recall = 0.88

• Accuracy = 0.61

• F1-Score = 0.46
GPT 4



Titler
Fine-tuned version of Camoscio for assigning titles to news articles (texts).

Titler

Logo Titler generated from Camoscio logo with background inpainting process:  
“newspapers first pages with big titles emphasized. Blue and white colors”

~20000 news article/title couples from Rai News channels 



The quality of a model that generates titles is much more complicated to «measure».
We considered as ground truth the real titles of the articles used to test the model, 
evaluating the cosine similarity between the embeddings of the real title and the 
one proposed by the model.

Evaluating the Titler

Gli Stati Uniti e l'Unione Europea 
inizieranno presto un'esercitazione 

navale militare congiunta

Usa e Ue effettueranno la prima 
esercitazione navale congiunta

Titler

Real

Sentence Transformer*

sentence-transformers/all-MiniLM-L6-v2 · Hugging Face *

A = [-5.7294e-02, 1.2423e-01... , 2.2190e-02]

384 dimensions embeddings

B = [ 7.8603e-03,  5.6679e-02,... , -1.2297e-02]

𝑆! 𝐴, 𝐵 = " # $
" $

= 0.669 

This kind of measure has not an “absolute” value, but it is surely 
useful to compare different models.

https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-MiniLM-L6-v2


Category samples average_cos_camoscio average_cos_Titler
cronaca 297 0.625 0.661
esteri 280 0.619 0.643
giustizia criminalita sicurezza 193 0.632 0.656
economia credito finanza 124 0.536 0.562
politica partiti istituzioni sindacati 91 0.593 0.64
sanita salute 68 0.571 0.622
individuo famiglia associazioni societa 67 0.622 0.623
ambiente natura territorio 54 0.625 0.614
avvenimenti celebrazioni eventi storici 37 0.647 0.67
sport 35 0.641 0.68
scienze tecnologie 35 0.611 0.654
musica e spettacolo 32 0.672 0.632
trasporti 25 0.615 0.623
cultura scienze umane 21 0.64 0.672
ALL 1359 0.613 0.64

Fine Tuning effectiveness

Original articles and headlines from RaiNews covering the days between 10/03 and 04/05, on categories with at least 20 articles



category samples average_cos_gpt4 average_cos_Titler
esteri 227 0.652 0.641
cronaca 201 0.652 0.665
giustizia criminalita sicurezza 149 0.661 0.649
economia credito finanza 113 0.567 0.554
politica partiti istituzioni sindacati 79 0.615 0.639
individuo famiglia associazioni societa 62 0.622 0.63
sanita salute 55 0.619 0.618
ambiente natura territorio 46 0.613 0.611
sport 31 0.67 0.668
scienze tecnologie 28 0.689 0.65
musica e spettacolo 28 0.674 0.619
avvenimenti celebrazioni eventi storici 27 0.67 0.653
trasporti 21 0.581 0.621
ALL 1067 0.637 0.635

Comparison with GPT-4

More than 20% of articles "victim" of Azure content filter

Original articles and headlines from RaiNews covering the days between 10/03 and 04/05, on categories with at least 20 articles



Tagger 
Fine-tuned version of Camoscio for assigning tags to news items (texts).

Tagger

Logo Tagger generated from Camoscio logo with background inpainting process:  
“hashtags list newspaper titles. blue and white colours”

~20000 news article/tags couples from Rai News channels 



The output of the tagger is a list of words, so it can not be evaluated as the Titler. 

We took in account different measures to compare the result of our model with the 
result, for the same task, of gpt-4 and Camoscio (not fine-tuned).

NB: we always considered as «gound truth» the real tags assigned to the articles. 

Evaluating the Tagger



Evaluating the Tagger
Number of tags distribution



Evaluating the Tagger
Intersection over union
𝐴 ≔ set of real tags assigned to an article
𝐵 ≔ set of tags assigned by the model to an article

𝐼𝑜𝑈! 𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 ≔
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|
|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵|

=
fraction of tags assigned by 
the model equal to the real 
ones over the total number 
of tags

GPT 4 Camoscio Tagger

Mean value of IoU for 
the model considered:

0.094 0.076 0.270



Evaluating the Tagger
Intersection over ground truth
𝐴 ≔ set of real tags assigned to an article
𝐵 ≔ set of tags assigned by the model to an article

𝐼𝑜𝐺! 𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 ≔
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|
|𝐴|

=
fraction of tags assigned by 
the model equal to the real 
ones over the total number 
of real tags

GPT 4 Camoscio Tagger

Mean value of IoG for 
the model considered:

0. 364 0.174 0. 324



Evaluating the Tagger
Intersection over model tags
𝐴 ≔ set of real tags assigned to an article
𝐵 ≔ set of tags assigned by the model to an article

𝐼𝑜𝑀! 𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 ≔
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|
|𝐵|

=fraction of tags assigned by 
the model which are real

GPT 4 Camoscio Tagger

Mean value of IoM for 
the model considered:

0.111 0.110 0.499



Evaluating the Tagger
Normalized Levenshtein distance between sets of words

𝐴 ≔ set of real tags assigned to an article
𝐵 ≔ set of tags assigned by the model to an article

GPT 4 Camoscio Tagger

Mean value of 𝑳𝒆𝒗 for 
the model considered:

0.579 0.644 0.433

𝑑% 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑&, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑' ≔ number of letter to change to pass from one to the other word
Ex: 𝑑% ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒, ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒 = 3

𝐿𝑒𝑣 𝐴, 𝐵 ≔

1
|𝐴|

@
(!∈"

min
("∈$

𝑑% 𝑤&, 𝑤'

max{ w& , |w'|}
𝑖𝑓 𝐴 > |𝐵|

1
|𝐵| @

(!∈$

min
("∈"

𝑑% 𝑤&, 𝑤'

max{ w& , |w'|} 𝑖𝑓 𝐵 > |𝐴|



Future works
• Fine tuning other models on the same and other tasks

• Experimenting new techniques of finetuning allowing to fine tune bigger models (qlora)

• Elaborate new techniques to benchmark models on more general tasks

• Combine models to improve results

QLoRA: Efficient Finetuning of Quantized LLMs

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14314

